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Abstract. We consider the dynamics of lattice random walks with resetting. The

walker moving randomly on a lattice of arbitrary dimensions resets at every time step

to a given site with a constant probability r. We construct a discrete renewal equation

and present closed-form expressions for different quantities of the resetting dynamics

in terms of the underlying reset-free propagator or Green’s function. We apply our

formalism to the biased random walk dynamics in one-dimensional unbounded space

and show how one recovers in the continuous limits results for diffusion with resetting.

The resetting dynamics of biased random walker in one-dimensional domain bounded

with periodic and reflecting boundaries is also analyzed. Depending on the bias the

first-passage probability in periodic domain shows multi-fold non-monotonicity as r is

varied. Finally, we apply our formalism to study the transmission dynamics of two

lattice walkers with resetting in one-dimensional domain bounded by periodic and

reflecting boundaries. The probability of a definite transmission between the walkers

shows non-monotonic behavior as the resetting probabilities are varied.

1. Introduction

Dynamical processes subject to stochastic resetting are observed in a wide range of

natural phenomena. For example, in population dynamics a sudden catastrophe may

reduce the size of a microbial population drastically to a previous value [1, 2], in financial

markets a random event may cause crash in stock prices and bring them to a much lower

value [3], in transcription process sudden interruptions due to RNA cleavage may cause

backtrack recovery of polymerases [4]. Stochastic resetting is also important in search

processes where the searching agents often spontaneously reset back to a fixed point

after an unsuccessful trial, e.g., humans searching a string on the internet, animals
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foraging [5], and biomolecules looking up for binding sites [6]. Stochastic resetting,

which allows for long-range movements on top of an underlying local dynamics, often

appears beneficial in optimizing search strategies [7, 8], e.g., in computer science in

finding an optimal completion time for an algorithm [9, 10].

‘Stochastic resetting’ or ‘resetting’ was first considered in statistical physics by

Evans and Majumdar in their seminal work [11], where the authors studied the diffusive

dynamics of a Brownian particle subject to resetting with a constant rate to the

initial position. In this work, it has been shown that the resetting dynamics attains a

nonequilibrium stationary state (NESS), and that the mean first-passage time (MFPT)

has a minimum at an optimal value of the resetting rate. Since then, many generalization

of this resetting dynamics of Brownian particle have been studied: with spatially-

dependent resetting rates [12, 13], in arbitrary spatial dimensions [14], in presence of

partially absorbing spatial point [15] or regions [16], in bounded domains [17, 18], in

presence of potential [19, 20], with different choices of resetting position [12, 21, 22],

etc. Resetting with a constant rate implies that the random waiting times between two

successive resetting events are sampled from an exponential distribution, and therefore

often referred to Poissonian resetting [23]. Non-Poissonian resetting with different

waiting time distributions have also been studied [24, 25, 26]. The canonical diffusion

dynamics with resetting triggered when the diffusing particle reaches a predetermined

threshold shows a non-stationary behavior [27]. In search problems that are usually

studied as first-passage processes, the nonequilibrium resetting dynamics offers more

efficient strategy than an equivalent equilibrium dynamics [28, 29, 30]. The optimal

mean time needed by a freely diffusing particle to reach a target in presence of resetting

has been studied experimentally and theoretically [31, 32]. In another experimental

realization of resetting, it is shown that the energetic cost of resetting in first-passage

scenarios cannot be made arbitrarily small [33]. Resetting has also been studied in

interacting particle systems such as fluctuating surfaces [34, 35, 36] and coagulation-

diffusion process [37], in non-diffusive processes such as Lévy flights [38, 39] and run

and tumble dynamics [40], in telegraphic process [41], in active Brownian process [42],

in symmetric exclusion process [43], in Ising model [44], as well as in quantum

systems [45, 46]. In stochastic thermodynamics, the first and the second law of resetting

are derived and the contribution to entropy production due to resetting has also been

identified [47].

In the area of random walks with resetting, the literature is arguably dominated

with studies that have considered continuous time. However, there are recent works that

address stochastic processes with resetting in discrete times [38, 21, 22, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52].

In Ref. [38], the discrete-time resetting dynamics of a random walker in space with

step-lengths sampled from a continuous distribution was considered. A non-Markovian

discrete-time random walk on a lattice with preferential resetting to previously visited

sites has been addressed in Ref. [21], and is further studied with partially trapping

inhomogeneities in Refs. [48, 49]. Another non-Markovian resetting dynamics in lattice

random walk, where the walker remembers the maximum location visited so far and
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resets to that site, has been studied in Ref. [22]. Reference [50] has addressed the

lattice random walk dynamics with resetting to the initial position in arbitrary complex

networks, while Ref. [52] investigates the number of distinct sites visited by a resetting

random walker on hypercubic lattice.

First-passage process on lattices with resetting in discrete times has been studied

in Ref. [51]. By generalizing a completion process approach from Ref. [53] to discrete

resetting, the first-passage probability and its moments have been derived in terms

of quantities without resetting. The formalism has been applied to the symmetric

and biased random walker dynamics with geometrical and sharp [25, 53, 54] resetting

in one-dimensional (1D) domain bounded by two absorbing boundaries. In this

work, we tackle the biased random walk problem with resetting by using a different

approach. We construct a discrete spatio-temporal renewal equation for the lattice-

walk probability with resetting and express different quantities in terms of the reset-free

propagator. Specifically, we obtain closed-form expressions for the resetting propagator,

the stationary-state probability, the first-passage probability, the return probability, the

MFPT, and the mean return time. Additionally, in presence of a partially absorbing

site, we present explicit analytical formulae for the survival probability, the absorption

probability, and the mean absorption time. Our formalism is quite general and may be

applied to any underlying Markovian stochastic process (in the absence of resetting). As

a demonstration, we apply our formalism to the dynamics of a biased lazy random walker

(BLRW) in 1D unbounded domain and domains bounded by periodic and reflecting

boundaries. We also show how in the continuous spatio-temporal limits one recovers

corresponding results for diffusion with resetting. We then apply our formalism to the

transmission statistics of two 1D BLRWs with resetting in bounded domain. This is done

by studying the multi-target first-passage statistics of a single 2D BLRW in bounded

domain with partially absorbing sites.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we introduce the discrete space-time

resetting model and show how one may express various quantities of interest in terms

of the reset-free propagator. Section 3.1 is devoted to the application of our formalism

to the BLRW dynamics with resetting in 1D unbounded domain, while Sec. 3.2 deals

with that in domains bounded by periodic and reflecting boundaries. In Sec. 4, we

study the transmission statistics between two 1D BLRWs with resetting in bounded

domain. Here, we consider two different resetting schemes of the individual 1D walkers:

(i) simultaneous resetting in Sec. 4.1, and (ii) independent resetting in Sec. 4.2. The

study of transmission events between the two 1D BLRWs is taken up in Sec. 4.3. We

draw our conclusions in Sec. 5.

2. The discrete resetting model

We consider the discrete-time dynamics of a random walker subject to stochastic

resetting in a d-dimensional discrete lattice space. The position of every lattice site

is given by a d-component vector n, such that n = (n1, n2, . . . , nd) with ni an integer
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for all i ∈ [1, 2, . . . , d ]. The dynamics of the walker is the following. Starting from

a site n0 at time t = 0, the walker at every subsequent time step either resets to a

given site nc with a given probability r with 0 ≤ r ≤ 1, or performs its underlying

Markov walk with the complementary probability (1− r). For this resetting dynamics,

the propagator for the walker, i.e., the probability to find the walker at a site n at time

t while starting from site n0 at time t = 0 is denoted by Q(n, t|n0). The quantity

Q(n, t|n0) may be expressed in a renewal form in terms of the reset-free propagator,

denoted by QNR(n, t|n0) as follows (see Appendix A for the derivation)

Q(n, t|n0) = r

t−1∑
t′=0

(1− r)t′QNR(n, t′|nc) + (1− r)tQNR(n, t|n0) . (1)

The aspect that Eq. (1) directly connects the resetting propagator Q(n, t|n0) to the

reset-free propagator QNR(n, t|n0) is particularly convenient as it allows us to express

various quantities of the resetting dynamics in terms of the reset-free propagator.

From Eq. (1), one may obtain the renewal equation in continuous space (x) and

continuous time (τ) by using x = nL and τ = tT , and considering appropriate limits.

Here, L is the length of the lattice spacing, and T is the time duration of a single step. To

proceed, one has to take the simultaneous limits n→∞, L→ 0 keeping x fixed, and the

simultaneous limits t→∞, T → 0 keeping τ fixed. The continuous-time resetting rate

R is related to the discrete-time resetting probability r by the relation R = r/T . Then,

to keep R fixed and finite, one needs to consider the simultaneous limits T → 0, r → 0.

In these limits, we get (1−r)t = exp[t log(1−r)] = exp[(τ/T ) log(1−RT )]→ exp(−Rτ).

On the other hand, noting that ∆t′ = 1 for discrete time steps, one may write∑t−1
t′=0 r (1 − r)t

′
=
∑t−1

t′=0 ∆t′ r (1 − r)t
′

=
∑τ−T

τ ′=0 ∆τ ′R exp[(τ ′/T ) log(1 − RT )]. In

the limit T → 0, i.e., the limit ∆τ ′ = ∆t′ T = T → 0, we have
∑t−1

t′=0 r(1 − r)t
′ →∫ τ

0
dτ ′ R exp(−Rτ ′). In these limits, the renewal equation (1) transforms into the well-

known continuous space-time version [34, 29, 23]

P (x, τ |x0) = R

∫ τ

0

dτ ′ e−Rτ
′
PNR(x, τ ′|xc) + e−Rτ PNR(x, τ |x0) , (2)

where xc is the resetting point in the d-dimensional continuous space, and the quantities

P (x, τ |x′) and PNR(x, τ |x′) are respectively the propagators with and without resetting

in continuous space-time.

2.1. Propagator in z-domain

We define the generating function Q̃(n, z|n0) for the time-dependent propagator

Q(n, t|n0) with resetting, i.e., f̃(z) ≡ ∑∞
t=0 z

t f(t) for any time-dependent function

f(t). In z-domain, one may then rewrite the renewal equation (1) as

Q̃(n, z|n0) =
rz

1− z Q̃NR(n, (1− r)z|nc) + Q̃NR(n, (1− r)z|n0) , (3)

where Q̃NR(n, z|n0) is the generating function for the time-dependent reset-free

propagator QNR(n, t|n0).
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2.2. Stationary-state probability

In the limit t → ∞, using the final value theorem for the z-transform, from Eq. (3)

we obtain the stationary-state probability with resetting ssQ(n) ≡ limt→∞Q(n, t|n0) =

limz→1[(1− z) Q̃(n, z|n0)] as

ssQ(n) = r Q̃NR(n, (1− r)|nc) . (4)

Equation (4) clearly shows that the stationary-state probability for the resetting

dynamics depends on the resetting site nc and is independent of the initial site n0.

2.3. First-passage processes

The very first occurrence of an event is often an important feature of a stochastic

dynamics. In our case, these events might be represented by (i) the random walker

reaching a site n for the first time while having been started from a site n0 6= n,

or (ii) the random walker returning to a site n for the first time while having been

started from the same site n. We refer the associated probability of occurrence of

these two events to the first-passage probability denoted by F(n, t|n0) and the first-

return probability denoted by R(n, t), respectively. Both of these probabilities are

linked with the propagator via a renewal relation [55, 56, 57], which in z-domain yields

F̃(n, z|n0) = Q̃(n, z|n0)/Q̃(n, z|n) and R̃(n, z) = 1− 1/Q̃(n, z|n). As these relations

hold for Markov processes with and without resetting, using Eq. (3), we obtain the

generating functions F̃(n, z|n0) and R̃(n, z) for the resetting dynamics in terms of the

generating function of the reset-free propagator as

F̃(n, z|n0) =
rz Q̃NR(n, (1− r)z|nc) + (1− z)Q̃NR(n, (1− r)z|n0)

rz Q̃NR(n, (1− r)z|nc) + (1− z)Q̃NR(n, (1− r)z|n)
, (5)

and

R̃(n, z) =
rz Q̃NR(n, (1− r)z|nc) + (1− z)

[
Q̃NR(n, (1− r)z|n)− 1

]
rz Q̃NR(n, (1− r)z|nc) + (1− z)Q̃NR(n, (1− r)z|n)

, (6)

respectively.

The right-hand side of Eq. (5) may also be expressed in terms of the

generating function of the reset-free first-passage probability F̃NR(n, z|n0) ≡
Q̃NR(n, z|n0)/Q̃NR(n, z|n). Then, we may write F̃(n, z|n0) =

[
rzF̃NR(n, (1−r)z|nc)+

(1 − z)F̃NR(n, (1 − r)z|n0)
]
/
[
rzF̃NR(n, (1 − r)z|nc) + (1 − z)

]
. To make contact

with Ref. [51], we note that if one considers that resetting can also occur at time

t = 0 with probability r, then the renewal equation (1) takes the form Q(n, t|n0) =

r
∑t

t′=0(1 − r)t
′
QNR(n, t′|nc) + (1 − r)t+1QNR(n, t|n0). In this case, the generating

function of the first-passage probability is given by F̃(n, z|n0) =
[
rF̃NR(n, (1−r)z|nc)+

(1−r)(1−z)F̃NR(n, (1−r)z|n0)
]
/
[
rF̃NR(n, (1−r)z|nc)+(1−r)(1−z)

]
, which simplifies

to Eq. (23) in Ref. [51] when nc = n0.
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From Eqs. (5) and (6), one may see that we have F̃(n, 1|n0) = 1 and R̃(n, 1) = 1,

i.e., the walker reaches or returns to site n with probability one. The certainty to

reach or return to a site does not necessarily hold for a reset-free random-walk as

popularized by Pólya in his seminal work [58, 59] on the return probability on Euclidean

lattices of dimensions larger that two, but also in some instances for a reset-free biased

walker in 1D unbounded domain (see Appendix C). Thus, in general, although the

reset-free quantities F̃NR(n, 1|n0) and R̃NR(n, 1) do depend on the functional form of

Q̃NR(n, z|n0), for the resetting case F̃(n, 1|n0) and R̃(n, 1) do not.

The MFPT Tn0→n to reach site n starting from site n0 obtained from the generating

function F̃(n, z|n0) using the usual relation Tn0→n ≡
[
∂
∂z
F̃(n, z|n0)

]
z=1

and similarly

the mean first-return time (Rn ≡
[
∂
∂z
R̃(n, z)

]
z=1

) are given, respectively, by

Tn0→n =
Q̃NR(n, (1− r)|n)− Q̃NR(n, (1− r)|n0)

r Q̃NR(n, (1− r)|nc)
(7)

and

Rn =
1

r Q̃NR(n, (1− r)|nc)
=

1
ssQ(n)

, (8)

as expected from Kac’s Lemma [60].

2.4. Dynamics with defect

For many stochastic processes, there exists special spatial locations, where the

underlying dynamics are different from the rest of the space. These special locations,

customarily referred to defects, may be partially absorbing traps [61, 62], or sites with

different hopping probabilities to the neighboring sites [63, 64]. For our resetting

dynamics, defect is defined as a partially absorbing trap at site nd with absorption

probability ρ (0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1), with ρ = 1 corresponding to perfect absorption. We denote

the generating function of the resetting propagator with the defect by P̃(n, z|n0). Using

the so-called Montroll’s defect technique [55, 65, 66, 67], one obtains an exact solution

for P̃(n, z|n0) in terms of the defect-free quantity Q̃(n, z|n0), namely, P̃(n, z|n0) =

Q̃(n, z|n0)−Q̃(n, z|nd) Q̃(nd, z|n0)/[1/ρ−1+Q̃(nd, z|nd)]. In presence of the partially

absorbing trap, the quantity P̃(n, z|n0) is no longer normalized as may be seen from

the sum
∑

n P̃(n, z|n0). This sum rather yields the generating function of the survival

probability S(t|n0), i.e., the probability of not having been absorbed until time t

while starting from n0. In z-domain, we then have S̃(z|n0) =
∑

n P̃(n, z|n0) =

[1− Q̃(nd, z|n0)/{1/ρ− 1 + Q̃(nd, z|nd)}]/(1− z) , which with Eq. (3) gives

S̃(z|n0) =

1
ρ
− 1 + Q̃NR(nd, (1− r)z|nd)− Q̃NR(nd, (1− r)z|n0)(

1
ρ
− 1
)

(1− z) + rz Q̃NR(nd, (1− r)z|nc) + (1− z)Q̃NR(nd, (1− r)z|nd)
.

(9)
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To connect to the available literature, one may also rewrite Eq. (9) in terms

of the generating function of the reset-free survival probability S̃NR(z|n0) ≡ [1 −
Q̃NR(nd, z|n0)/{1/ρ− 1 + Q̃NR(nd, z|nd)}]/(1− z) as

S̃(z|n0) =
S̃NR

(
(1− r)z|n0

)
1− rz S̃NR

(
(1− r)z|nc

) . (10)

Equation (10) when nc = n0 reduces to the general result Eq. (5) in Ref. [38], where it

represents the survival probability for a resetting walker moving on a real line that does

not cross the origin. Our Eqs. (9) and (10) generalize that result for partially absorbing

targets.

The absorption probability A(nd, t|n0), i.e., the probability of the walker to get

absorbed at time t at site nd starting from site n0 is related to the survival probability

S(t|n0) by A(nd, t|n0) = S(t − 1|n0) − S(t|n0). The generating function of the

absorption probability, Ã(nd, z|n0) = 1− (1− z)S̃(z|n0),[68] is given by

Ã(nd, z|n0)

=
rz Q̃NR(nd, (1− r)z|nc) + (1− z)Q̃NR(nd, (1− r)z|n0)(

1
ρ
− 1
)

(1− z) + rz Q̃NR(nd, (1− r)z|nc) + (1− z)Q̃NR(nd, (1− r)z|nd)
, (11)

and the corresponding mean absorption time An0→nd
≡
[
∂
∂z
Ã(nd, z|n0)

]
z=1

by

An0→nd
=
Q̃NR(nd, (1− r)|nd)− Q̃NR(nd, (1− r)|n0) + 1

ρ
− 1

r Q̃NR(nd, (1− r)|nc)
. (12)

From Eqs. (7), (8), and (12), one deduces the known result An0→nd
= Tn0→nd

+

(1/ρ − 1)Rnd
[68], which shows the existence of two temporal scales in presence of

partially absorbing trap. The first term Tn0→nd
is the MFPT to reach the defective

site nd, while the second ρ-dependent term gives a measure of the reaction time to get

absorbed at that site, except when ρ = 1, which represents the motion limited [63] case

as the walker gets absorbed as soon as it reaches the defective site. In the limit ρ→ 0,

one has the reaction limited [63] case given by An0→nd
' Rnd

/ρ.

We emphasize that Eqs. (3)–(9), (11), and (12) directly express various quantities

for the resetting dynamics in terms of the generating function of reset-free propagator.

Moreover, as no evolution rule is mentioned about the underlying reset-free dynamics,

the formalism introduced in this section may be applied to any stochastic dynamics as

long as it is Markovian.

3. Resetting in one dimension

We now apply the general formalism introduced in Section 2 to the discrete-time

dynamics of a BLRW moving on a 1D lattice in presence of stochastic resetting.

Recently, the dynamics of symmetric [68] and biased [69] lattice walkers without
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resetting have been studied extensively. In the absence of resetting, the 1D BLRW

dynamics is conveniently described by the following parameters [69]: (i) the diffusion

parameter q with 0 ≤ q ≤ 1 and (ii) the bias parameter g with −1 ≤ g ≤ 1. Starting

from a site n at time t, the BLRW at the next instant (t+1) either moves to site (n−1)

with probability q(1 + g)/2, or to site (n+ 1) with probability q(1− g)/2, or it stays at

site n with probability (1−q). The dynamics is biased towards negative x-axis for g > 0

and towards positive x-axis for g < 0, while the magnitude |g| controls the strength of

the bias. For completeness, we have reported in Appendix B the necessary expressions

taken from Ref. [69].

3.1. Unbounded domain

We first consider the resetting dynamics of the BLRW in 1D unbounded domain. In

this case, the walker at every time step either resets to a given site nc with probability r,

or follows its underlying dynamics described in the previous paragraph with probability

(1− r).

3.1.1. Occupation probability Substituting the expression for the quantity Q̃NR(n, z|n0)

from Eq. (B.1) in Eq. (3), we obtain the propagator generating function for the BLRW

with resetting as

Q̃(n, z|n0) =
η

zq(1− r) sinh
[

acosh
{
η−ηz(1−r)(1−q)

zq(1−r)

}]
×
[

rz

1− z f
n−nc

2

{
α
(
z(1− r)

)}−|n−nc|
+ f

n−n0
2

{
α
(
z(1− r)

)}−|n−n0|
]
, (13)

where we have

η ≡ 1√
1− g2

, f ≡ 1− g
1 + g

, α(z) ≡ exp
[

acosh
{ η
zq

(
1− z(1− q)

)}]
. (14)

Note that here η and α are independent of the sign of the bias parameter g, i.e., the

direction of the bias, and one has

√
η2 − 1 = η|g| , η +

√
η2 − 1 =

{
f−1/2 g > 0 ,

f 1/2 g < 0 .
(15)

Substituting Eq. (B.1) in Eq. (4) and using the relation sinh[acosh(x)] =
√
x2 − 1, one

obtains the stationary-state probability for the resetting dynamics in 1D unbounded

domain as

ssQ(n) =
η χ f

n−nc
2√

η2(1 + χ)2 − 1
exp

[
− |n− nc| acosh

{
η(1 + χ)

}]
, (16)
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where the parameter χ is defined by

χ ≡ r

q(1− r) . (17)

Note that the parameter χ ≥ 0 gives a comparison between resetting and the underlying

diffusion, such that large χ indicates that the BLRW dynamics is dominated by resetting

over diffusion, and the opposite for small χ. For a given nonzero value of q, in the

limit r → 1 (χ → ∞), i.e., in presence of frequent resetting, from Eq. (16) one gets
ssQ(n)→ δn,nc , as the walker gets stuck at the resetting site nc.

0 10 20 30 40
𝑛

0.0

0.2

0.4
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𝑡|𝑛
0)

(a)𝑡 = 3
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Stationary state

0 10 20 30 40
𝑛
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(b)𝑔 = 0.5
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𝑔 = − 0.5
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0.4
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𝑄(
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(c)𝜒 = 0.1
𝜒 = 0.2
𝜒 = 0.3

Figure 1. Propagator and the stationary-state probability for the BLRW

with resetting in unbounded domain. (a) Time evolution of the propagator

Q(n, t|n0) with r = 0.2, q = 0.9, and g = 0.2, i.e., a small bias towards the left. The

walker starts from site n0 = 10. The lines are obtained by numerically inverting [70]

Eq. (13), while the points are obtained from 105 stochastic realizations. (b) Stationary-

state probability ssQ(n) from Eq. (16) for different values of g with χ = 0.3. (c)

Stationary-state probability ssQ(n) for different values of χ with g = 0.2. In all three

panels the resetting site is at nc = 25.

Figure 1 shows the time-dependent propagator Q(n, t|n0) and the stationary-state

probability ssQ(n) for the 1D BLRW with resetting in unbounded domain. Panel (a)

shows the relaxation of the propagator to the stationary state. As time increases, the
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peak of the propagator shifts to the resetting site nc. Panel (b) depicts the stationary-

state probability ssQ(n) obtained from Eq. (16) for given values of χ and nc with varying

g. From the plot, it is seen that the stationary-state probability is peaked at the resetting

site nc = 25 and shows a skewness towards the direction of the bias when g 6= 0. For

a given value of g, the dependence of ssQ(n) on the parameter χ is shown in panel (c).

The plot clearly shows that as χ increases, the width of the stationary-state probability

decreases and the probability to find the walker in the neighborhood of the resetting

site increases. This is because with an increase in χ resetting dominates the underlying

diffusive dynamics.

For an unbiased lattice walker (g = 0, f = η = 1) with resetting, the discrete-space

stationary-state probability reduces to ssQ(n) = exp
[
−|n−nc| acosh(1+χ)

]
/
√

1 + 2/χ.

In this case, one may obtain the continuous-space analog of the stationary state by using

x = nL, R = r/T , and taking the simultaneous limits n → ∞, L → 0 keeping x finite

and r → 0, T → 0 keeping R finite. In the limit r → 0, to the leading order in r

one has χ = r/q (see Eq. (17)), and expressing the inverse hyperbolic cosine function

as a logarithm one has acosh(1 + χ) = log
(
1 + χ +

√
2χ+ χ2

)
' √2χ, thus yielding

ssQ(n) =
√
r/2q exp

(
−
√

2r/q |n − nc|
)
. In continuous space, the stationary-state

distribution ssP (x) is then obtained using the relation ssP (x)∆x = ssQ(n)∆x/L with

R = r/T, n = x/L, and nc = xc/L. Thus, for the resetting dynamics, we recover the

well-known continuous-space stationary-state distribution [11, 12]

ssP (x) =
α0

2
e−α0|x−xc| , (18)

where α0 ≡
√
R/D with the diffusion constant D ≡ limL,T→0 qL

2/(2T ). Here,

the quantity α−10 represents the characteristic diffusion length between resetting

events [11, 12]. Note that the parameter q in discrete space appears only as a scaling to

the diffusion constant D, while T−1 gives the number of displacements per unit time.

3.1.2. First-passage probability For the BLRW with resetting, the generating function

of the first-passage probability is obtained from Eqs. (B.1) and (5) as

F̃(n, z|n0) = 1−
(1− z)

[
1− f n−n0

2

{
α
(
z(1− r)

)}−|n−n0|
]

1− z + rzf
n−nc

2

{
α
(
z(1− r)

)}−|n−nc| , (19)

which, in the limit r → 0, yields Eq. (C.1). Similarly, substituting Eq. (B.1) in Eq. (7),

one obtains the MFPT to reach n starting from n0 for the BLRW with resetting as

Tn0→n =
1− f n−n0

2

[
α(1− r)

]−|n−n0|

rf
n−nc

2

[
α(1− r)

]−|n−nc| . (20)

For the unbiased walker (f = η = 1) with resetting, multiplying Eq. (20) by the time

duration T of a single step and taking the simultaneous limits r → 0 and T → 0 with

R = r/T finite; n0 → ∞ and L → 0 with x0 = n0L finite; nc → ∞ and L → 0 with
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xc = ncL finite; and n→∞ and L→ 0 with x = nL finite, one recovers the MFPT in

continuous space-time [11, 12] as

T conti
x0→x =

eα0|x−xc|

R

(
1− e−α0|x−x0|

)
. (21)

One of the most striking feature of resetting is that it optimizes the mean time to

find a target for a diffusive searcher, such that the mean search-time shows a minimum

value at an optimal resetting rate [11, 12]. In our case, as the resetting probability r

is varied, Tn0→n shows a minimum for an optimal value r = r?, which is obtained from

the root of the equation [∂Tn0→n/∂r]r=r? = 0, namely,

r?|n− n0|α′(1− r?)+
{
α(1− r?) + r?|n− nc|α′(1− r?)

}
×
[
f−

n−n0
2

{
α(1− r?)

}|n−n0| − 1
]

= 0 , (22)

where we have α′(z) = ∂α/∂z.

In the limit r → 0, using the relation exp[acosh(z)] = z+
√
z2 − 1, one obtains from

Eq. (14) to the leading order in r that α(1 − r) = (η +
√
η2 − 1)[1 + ηr/(q

√
η2 − 1)].

Using Eqs. (15) and (20), in the limit r → 0, we then obtain

Tn0→n = f−
n−nc±|n−nc|

2

[
1− f n−n0±|n−n0|

2

r
+ f

n−n0±|n−n0|
2

|n− n0|
q|g|

+
|n− nc|
q|g|

(
1− f n−n0±|n−n0|

2

)]
+O(r) , (23)

where the + sign corresponds to g > 0, and the − sign corresponds to g < 0. Note

that as r approaches zero the first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (23), i.e., the

leading order term in r shows a 1/r divergence. Additionally, Tn0→n also diverges for a

dynamics without any bias, i.e., with g = 0. However, for g > 0 and n < n0 as well as

for g < 0 and n > n0, i.e., for the case when the target is located in the direction of the

bias, the 1/r diverging term vanishes, and Tn0→n approaches a saturation value T sat
n0→n

given by

T sat
n0→n =

|n− n0|
q|g| f−

n−nc±|n−nc|
2 , (24)

where the ± sign as before changes with the sign of g. Despite the fact that Eq. (24) is

obtained in the limit r → 0, the saturation value T sat
n0→n does not reduce to the reset-free

case given in Eq. (C.3) (except when r = 0), it rather bears the signature of the resetting

site nc. This is because no matter how negligible r might be, even a single resetting

event would affect the dynamics.

Figure 2(a) depicts the non-monotonic behavior of the first-passage probability as

a function of r. While with an increase in r the mode of the first-passage probability

decreases, the corresponding mode probability changes non-monotonically, i.e., it first

increases and then decreases, suggesting the occurrence of extrema for the MFPT as r
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Figure 2. First-passage probability and the MFPT for the BLRW with

resetting in unbounded domain. (a) First-passage probability F(n, t|n0) for

different values of resetting probability r with q = 0.9, g = 0.2. The walker starts

from site n0 = 10, its motion is subject to resetting to site nc = 25, and the target

site is at n = 20. The lines are obtained by numerically inverting [70] Eq. (19), while

the points are obtained from 5 × 106 stochastic realizations. (b) MFPT Tn0→n as a

function of r with n0 = 10, nc = 25, and q = 0.9. The broken lines are obtained

from Eq. (20), whereas the points are obtained from 105 stochastic realizations. The

horizontal solid lines show the saturation value T sat
n0→n obtained from Eq. (24).

is varied. Figure 2(b) shows the appearance of such extrema for different values of n

and g. The optimal value r = r? at which Tn0→n has a minimum is given by the root of

Eq. (22). As we have n > n0 in the plot, with decreasing r the quantity Tn0→n saturates

to the value T sat
n0→n for g < 0 and diverges for g > 0.

The MFPT to the resetting site nc starting from site n0 obtained from Eq. (20) is

given by

Tn0→nc =
1

r
− f

nc−n0
2

r
exp

[
− |nc − n0| acosh

{
η − η(1− r)(1− q)

(1− r)q

}]
, (25)

where we have used Eq. (14). For n0 6= nc, in the limit r → 1, the second term on the

right-hand side of Eq. (25) approaches zero because of the exponential factor, and Tn0→nc
becomes independent of the bias. As Tn0→nc = 0 when n0 = nc, with resetting occuring

at every time step, i.e., in the limit r → 1, one gets Tn0→nc → (1 − δn0,nc)/r. Figure 3

shows the MFPT to the resetting site as a function of r for different values of g. In the

limit r → 0, the quantity Tn0→nc diverges as usual for the unbiased case, and also for the

biased case when the target nc is located opposite to the direction of the bias, but when

nc is located in the direction of the bias, Tn0→nc approaches the saturation value T sat
n0→nc .

It is also seen that in the limit r → 1, Tn0→nc becomes independent of g and indeed

behaves as 1/r. The mean return time to site n with resetting obtained from Eqs.(8)

and (16) is given by R(n) =
√

(1 + 1/χ)2 − 1/(ηχ)2 f
nc−n

2 exp
[
|n−nc| acosh{η(1+χ)}

]
,

which in the absence of bias yields R(n) =
√

1 + 2/χ exp
[
|n− nc| acosh(1 + χ)

]
.
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Figure 3. MFPT to the resetting site nc for the BLRW in unbounded

domain Tn0→nc
as a function of r for different values of g with n0 = 30, nc = 25,

and q = 0.9. The broken lines are obtained by using Eq. (25), while the points are

obtained from 105 stochastic realizations. The horizontal line shows the saturation

value T sat
n0→nc

obtained from Eq. (24).

3.1.3. Partially absorbing trap In the presence of a partially absorbing trap at site

nd, the survival probability S(t|n0) and the absorption probability A(nd, t|n0) for the

resetting dynamics are obtained by substituting Eq. (B.1) in Eq. (9) and Eq. (11),

respectively, and then employing a z-inversion. Similarly, in this case the mean

absorption time obtained from Eq.(12) is given by

An0→nd
= f

nc−nd
2

[
α(1− r)

]|nd−nc|
[

1− f nd−n0
2

[
α(1− r)

]−|nd−n0|

r

+

(
1

ρ
− 1

) √
η2(1 + χ2)− 1

ηχ

]
. (26)

For the unbiased walker (f = η = 1) with resetting, multiplying Eq. (26) by the time

duration T of a single step and once again taking the continuous limits (as described

for Eq. (21)), one obtains the mean absorption time at xd in continuous space-time as

Aconti
x0→xd =

eα0|xd−xc|

R

(
1− e−α0|xd−x0|

)
+

2 eα0|xd−xc|

c α0

, (27)

where the constant c is the absorption velocity defined by c ≡ limL,T,ρ→0 Lρ/
(
T (1−ρ)

)
.

Equation (27) reduces to the known result for the mean absorption time in diffusion

with resetting [15], namely, Aconti
x0→0 = [exp(α0|x0|) − 1]/R + 2 exp(α0|x0|)/(c α0) when

xc = x0 and xd = 0.

3.2. Bounded domain

We consider the same resetting dynamics of the BLRW, but now the walker is (i) on a

periodic domain or (ii) limited by two reflecting boundaries at sites n = 1 and n = N .
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The underlying diffusive dynamics at the boundaries is now modified, while that in the

bulk remains the same. In periodic domain, from n = 1 the walker moves to n = N

with probability q(1 + g)/2, and from n = N to n = 1 with probability q(1 − g)/2.

For reflecting boundaries, from n = 1 the walker moves to the right with probability

q(1− g)/2 or stays with probability (1− q(1− g)/2), and similarly from n = N it moves

to the left with probability q(1 + g)/2 or stays with probability (1 − q(1 + g)/2). The

propagators for the reset-free BLRW dynamics in 1D bounded domain are taken from

Ref. [69] and reported in Appendix B.

3.2.1. Occupation probability We apply the same framework developed in Sec. 2 and

obtain the time-dependent bounded propagator

Q(n, t|n0) = r
N−1∑
k=0

h
(N)
k (n, nc)

(
γ
(N)
k

)t − 1

γ
(N)
k − 1

+
N−1∑
k=0

h
(N)
k (n, n0)

(
γ
(N)
k

)t
, (28)

where one has

γ
(N)
k ≡ (1− r)

[
1 + s

(N)
k

]
. (29)

Equation (28) is obtained by inserting Eq. (B.2) in Eq. (1), and performing the time

summation. The quantities h
(N)
k (n,m) and s

(N)
k , respectively, the eigenvectors and the

eigenvalues of the lattice walk transition matrix in the master equation, are given

in Eqs. (B.3), (B.4) for periodic boundaries and in Eqs. (B.5), (B.6) for reflecting

boundaries. The propagator generating function Q̃(n, z|n0) is obtained by substituting

Eq. (B.7) in Eq. (3), while the stationary-state probability, obtained from Eqs. (B.7)

and (4), is given by

ssQ(n) =
N−1∑
k=0

χh
(N)
k (n, nc)

χ− s(N)
k

, (30)

whose limit for r → 1 (χ → ∞) is ssQ(n) =
∑N−1

k=0 h
(N)
k (n, nc) = δn,nc . In Eq. (30), we

have introduced the q-independent quantity s
(N)
k ≡ s

(N)
k /q (see Eqs. (B.4) and (B.6)).

Figure 4 depicts the stationary-state probability ssQ(n) for the BLRW with

resetting in bounded domain. The quantity ssQ(n) is peaked at the resetting site nc
for both the periodic and reflecting boundaries. As the bias g is positive, ssQ(n) shows a

skewness towards the negative x-axis in both cases. For the periodic case because of the

periodicity of the lattice there is not much difference between the stationary values of

the probability at the boundaries. On the other hand, for the reflecting case, the walker

in the stationary state is much more likely to be found at the boundary in the direction

of the bias rather than that against it. Note that in reflecting domain for strong enough

bias the stationary probability at the boundary in the direction of the bias can be higher

than that at nc.
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Figure 4. Stationary-state probability for the BLRW with resetting ssQ(n)

in the finite domain [1, N ] with N = 11, nc = 6, χ = 0.1, and g = 0.2. The

lines are obtained by using Eq. (30), while the points are obtained from 106 stochastic

realizations. The dashed and dash-dotted lines show, respectively, the periodic and

reflecting cases.

3.2.2. First-passage probability The generating function of the first-passage probability

F(n, t|n0) in this case is obtained by substituting Eq. (B.7) in Eq. (5) as

F̃(n, z|n0) =

[
N−1∑
k=0

rzh
(N)
k (n, nc) + (1− z)h

(N)
k (n, n0)

1− z(1− r)
(

1 + s
(N)
k

) ]

×
[
N−1∑
k=0

rzh
(N)
k (n, nc) + (1− z)h

(N)
k (n, n)

1− z(1− r)
(

1 + s
(N)
k

) ]−1
. (31)

Similarly, we get the MFPT to site n starting from site n0 from Eqs. (B.7) and (7) as

Tn0→n =

[
N−1∑
k=0

h
(N)
k (n, n)− h(N)

k (n, n0)

r − (1− r)s(N)
k

]
×
[
N−1∑
k=0

r h
(N)
k (n, nc)

r − (1− r)s(N)
k

]−1
. (32)

In the limit r → 0, unlike the 1/r divergence in the unbounded domain (see Eq. (23)),

here the MFPT Tn0→n has an r-independent leading-order behavior given by

T sat
n0→n =

1

h
(N)
0 (n, nc)

N−1∑
k=1

h
(N)
k (n, n0)− h(N)

k (n, n)

s
(N)
k

. (33)

As the quantity h
(N)
0 (n, nc) is independent of nc for both periodic and reflecting domains,

the saturation value of the MFPT in bounded domain does not bear any signature of

resetting. The MFPT obtained in the limit r → 0 and given in Eq. (33) is indeed the

MFPT for the reset-free BLRW dynamics reported in Ref. [69].

In the periodic domain, a target can be reached from two opposite directions. For

a reset-free BLRW in periodic domain, one can have bimodal first-passage probability
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Figure 5. Time dependence of the first-passage probability F(n, t|n0) for the

BLRW with resetting in periodic domain. The walker starting from site n0 = 10

moves with q = 0.8 in a domain of size N = 49. Its motion is subject to resetting to

site nc = 25 with different resetting probabilities r, while the target site is at n = 30.

(a) F(n, t|n0) for positive bias with g = 0.2. (b) F(n, t|n0) for negative bias with

g = − 0.2. The lines are obtained by numerically inverting [70] Eq. (31), while the

points are obtained from 5× 106 stochastic realizations.

F(n, t|n0), when the shortest direction to the target is opposite to the bias [69]. Figure 5

shows how resetting modifies this first-passage probability and adds rich features to it.

For panel (a), the bias is opposite to the shortest direction, and the resetting site lies on

the shortest path. As a result, for small non-zero values of r, resetting and the bias act

oppositely in reaching the target: while resetting reduces the distance to the target, the

bias forces the walker to move along the longest path. Because of these two contrasting

influences, the first-passage probability shows flatter peaks (see the lines for r = 0.02

and 0.05 in panel (a)). For panel (b), the bias is along the shortest direction, and the

resetting site lies on the shortest path. Consequently, for small non-zero values of r,

both resetting and the bias effectively aid in reaching the target and thus make a quicker

first-passage more probable. However, for large enough values of r, resetting dominates

the dynamics over the bias making the first-passage less probable, which leads to the

fat tails of F(n, t|n0) (see the line for r = 0.2 in both panels (a) and (b)). For both

the panels, as r increases, the mode of the first-passage probability decreases, but the

mode probability shows non-monotonic behavior. In panel (a), due to the competing

nature of resetting and the bias, the mode probability shows two-fold non-monotonicity:

with increasing r it first decreases (from r = 0.005 to r = 0.02), then increases (from

r = 0.02 to r = 0.05), and again decreases (from r = 0.05 to r = 0.2). Similar two-fold

non-monotonic behavior of F(n, t|n0) is also detectable at the tails of the probability

for large values of t. On the other hand, in panel (b), the non-monotonicity of the

mode probability is single-fold, namely, as r increases, it first increases (from r = 0.005

to r = 0.05) and then decreases (from r = 0.05 to r = 0.2). This single-fold non-

monotonicity is also seen at the tails of the probability F(n, t|n0).

Figure 6 shows the MFPT Tn0→n as a function of r for different values of g in the
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Figure 6. MFPT Tn0→n for the BLRW in bounded domains as a function

of r for different biases. Other parameters are the same as in fig. 5. (a) Periodic

domain. (b) Reflecting domain. The lines are obtained by using Eq. (32), while the

points are obtained from 105 stochastic realizations. For all the plots, the MFPT, in

the limit r → 0, approaches the saturation value T sat
n0→n given in Eq. (33).

bounded domain. Panels (a) and (b) depict the results for the periodic and reflecting

cases, respectively. In panel (a), as r is varied, Tn0→n shows a minimum value for g ≤ 0.

However, for g = 0.2, the two-fold non-monotonicity of F(n, t|n0) observed in Fig. 5(a)

manifests itself in the appearance of more than one extremum value in Tn0→n with

varying r. With reflecting boundaries in panel (b), Tn0→n shows a single minimum as

r is varied for all values of g. Figure 7 shows the MFPT to the resetting site nc as a
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Figure 7. MFPT to the resetting site Tn0→nc as a function of r for the BLRW

in bounded domains. Parameters are the same as in Fig. 6, but with n = nc = 25.

(a) Periodic domain. (b) Reflecting domain. The lines are obtained by using Eq. (32),

while the points are obtained from 105 stochastic realizations.

function of r for the BLRW in the bounded domain for different values of g. The plots

clearly indicate that in the limit r → 1, the quantity Tn0→nc becomes independent of

the bias and behaves as 1/r similar to the unbounded case shown in Fig. 3.
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4. Transmission in one dimension

We now consider the dynamics of two interacting BLRWs with resetting in 1D bounded

domain. The interaction in this case is defined as transmission, such that the walkers

when on the same site may with a given probability exchange information or one

individual may pass information to the other. These transmission events may in general

be of different types, e.g., transmission of an infectious pathogen from an infected

individual to a susceptible one, the capture of a prey by a predator when information

transfer implies the death of either of the individuals, or anihilation when both walkers

die upon successful transmission.

We denote the positions of the first and the second 1D walker, by n1 ∈ [1, N1] and

n2 ∈ [1, N2], respectively, with N1 and N2 being their corresponding lattice sizes. The

resetting sites for the first and the second walker are denoted by nc1 and nc2 , respectively.

In a 2D domain of size N1×N2, the position of the combined walker is specified by the

vector n = (n1, n2). Depending on the nature of the underlying resetting process, the

combined dynamics may be classified into two schemes: (i) simultaneous resetting and

(ii) independent resetting. In simultaneous resetting scheme, both of the 1D walkers,

despite having independent underlying diffusive dynamics, at any time instant get reset

simultaneously to their corresponding resetting sites with probability r. As a result,

the combined 2D walker at any time instant resets to site nc = (nc1 , nc2) with the

same probability. On the other hand, in the independent resetting scheme, both the

resetting and the underlying diffusive dynamics of the 1D walkers are independent. In

this scheme, the first and the second 1D walker get reset to their corresponding resetting

sites with probabilities r1 and r2, respectively. Consequently, the 2D walker at any time

instant either resets to a site from the set C ≡ {(nc1 , n′)|n′ ∈ [1, N2]} with probability

r1; or to a site from the set R ≡ {(n′, nc2)|n′ ∈ [1, N1]} with probability r2. For brevity,

we use the following vector notations r = (r1, r2), q = (q1, q2), and g = (g1, g2), where

ri, qi, and gi are, respectively, the resetting probability, diffusion parameter, and bias

parameter for the i-th 1D walker.

4.1. Propagator with simultaneous resetting

In this scheme, the 2D propagator is obtained by considering the fact that only the

diffusive dynamics of the 1D walkers are independent. In the absence of resetting, the

time-dependent propagator for the 2D walker to be at position n at time t starting from

position n0 = (n01 , n02) may be written as

QNR(n, t|n0) = QNR(n1, t|n01)QNR(n2, t|n02) , (34)

where QNR(n1, t|n01) and QNR(n2, t|n02) are the reset-free time-dependent propagators

for the first and the second 1D walker, respectively. Note that Eq. (34) gives the

reset-free time-dependent 2D propagator with next-nearest-neighbor hopping, i.e., the

walker from site n = (n1, n2) at the next instant may go to nine possible sites given by

n = (n1 + i, n2 + j) with i, j ∈ [−1, 0, 1].
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Using the expression for the 1D bounded propagator given in Eq. (B.2), we obtain

the reset-free 2D bounded propagator from Eq. (34) as

QNR(n, t|n0) =

N1−1∑
k1=0

N2−1∑
k2=0

h
(N1)
k1

(n1, n01) h
(N2)
k2

(n2, n02)
[
1 + s

(N1)
k1

]t [
1 + s

(N2)
k2

]t
, (35)

for which the generating function is given by

Q̃NR(n, z|n0) =

N1−1∑
k1=0

N2−1∑
k2=0

h
(N1)
k1

(n1, n01) h
(N2)
k2

(n2, n02)

1− z
[
1 + s

(N1)
k1

] [
1 + s

(N2)
k2

] . (36)

As the 2D walker in this scheme gets reset to site nc with probability r, one substitutes

Eq. (36) in Eq. (3) and obtains the generating function of the 2D propagator with

resetting as

Q̃(n, z|n0) =
rz

1− z

N1−1∑
k1=0

N2−1∑
k2=0

h
(N1)
k1

(n1, nc1) h
(N2)
k2

(n2, nc2)

1− z(1− r)
[
1 + s

(N1)
k1

] [
1 + s

(N2)
k2

]
+

N1−1∑
k1=0

N2−1∑
k2=0

h
(N1)
k1

(n1, n01) h
(N2)
k2

(n2, n02)

1− z(1− r)
[
1 + s

(N1)
k1

] [
1 + s

(N2)
k2

] . (37)

The top row of Fig. 8 shows the 2D propagator Q(n, t|n0) with simultaneous

resetting in bounded domain. From all four top panels, we see that the probability

Q(n, t|n0) is maximum at the resetting site nc. However, note that in reflecting domain

for strong enough bias the probability at the boundary in the direction of the bias can

be higher than that at nc. We recall that for the 1D walkers a positive value of g

corresponds to bias towards the negative x-axis. As a result, with g1 > 0 and g2 > 0 the

propagator Q(n, t|n0) is seen skewed towards the lower-left direction of the 2D domain,

while for g1 < 0 and g2 > 0 the skewness shifts towards the lower-right direction. Panels

in the bottom row of Fig. 8 represent the marginal site-occupation probability of the 1D

walkers corresponding to Q(n, t|n0) shown in the adjacent corresponding panels above.

The marginal site-occupation probability of the i-th 1D walker, i.e., the probability to

find the walker at site ni at time t starting from site n0i when the other 1D walker can

be anywhere, is given by P(ni, t|n0i) =
∑Ni

ni=1Q(n, t|n0). From panels (e), (f), and (h)

one sees that the marginal probabilities of the individual 1D walkers are peaked at their

corresponding resetting sites, while in panel (g) the bias for the first 1D walker is strong

enough to make it peaked at the reflecting boundary in the direction of the bias.

4.2. Propagator with independent resetting

In this scheme, since both the resetting and the diffusive dynamics of the 1D walkers

are independent, the time-dependent 2D propagator with resetting is given by

Q(n, t|n0) = Q(n1, t|n01) Q(n2, t|n02) , (38)
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Figure 8. 2D propagator Q(n, t|n0) with simultaneous resetting for different

biases at time t = 102. The plots are obtained by numerically inverting Eq. (37).

The parameters of the system are N1 = N2 = 10, nc = (4, 6), n0 = (4, 6), r = 0.1,

and q = (0.9, 0.9). Top row: (a) and (b) Q(n, t|n0) in periodic domain, (c) and (d)

Q(n, t|n0) with reflecting boundaries. Bottom row: Each panel shows the marginal

probabilities of the 1D walkers corresponding to the 2D propagator Q(n, t|n0) given

in the adjacent panel above.

where Q(ni, t|n0i) is the propagator of the i-th 1D BLRW with resetting. The

quantities Q(ni, t|n0i) are obtained from Eq. (28) by replacing the parameters of the set

{r, n, n0, nc, N} with the corresponding ones of the set {ri, ni, n0i , nci , Ni}. The explicit

expression for Q(n, t|n0) in Eq. (38) and its generating function are given in Appendix

D.

The top row of Fig. 9 shows the 2D propagator Q(n, t|n0) with independent

resetting in bounded domain. Differently from the simultaneous resetting scheme, the

occupation probability in the top panels is not only much more distributed over the

2D domain, but also it is prevalent at sites from the sets C and R. The dependence

on the bias of the skewness of the probability is similar to the case of simultaneous

resetting. Note that the marginal probability of a single 1D walker considers all possible

occupation states of the other, and thus is independent of the underlying resetting

schemes. Consequently, for both resetting schemes, with r = r1 = r2 we get the same

marginal probabilities as may be seen from panels (e)–(h) of Figs. 8 and 9.
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Figure 9. 2D propagator Q(n, t|n0) with independent resetting for different

biases at time t = 102. The plots are obtained using Eq. (D.1) with r = (0.1, 0.1).

All other parameters are the same as in Fig. 8. Each panel represents the same quantity

as per Fig. 8.

4.3. Transmission process

A transmission event between the 1D walkers can happen only when they are at the

same site. In the 2D domain, we refer to these special positions as co-location sites,

and denote them by a set of position vectors M ≡ {mi} with mi = (i, i), where

i ∈ [1, 2, . . . ,M ≡ min(N1, N2)]. The transmission probability at each of these co-

location sites mi is given by the constant ρ with 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1. Consequently, for the

2D walker, each of these co-location sites acts as a partial absorbing site. These sites

represent defects in the lattice and the dynamics, for which the propagator P(n, t|n0)

can be obtained from the defect-free propagator Q(n, t|n0) using the defect technique.

The derivation follows the mathematical steps from Ref. [71] developed by one of the

author of the current paper, and the useful results are summarized in Appendix E.

Equation (E.1) relates the generating function P̃(n, z|n0) to the generating function

Q̃(n, z|n0) of the defect-free propagator.

The generating function of the survival probability S̃(z|n0) =
∑

n P̃(n, z|n0), i.e.,

the probability of not having been absorbed at any of the sites mi ∈M while starting
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from site n0, is given by

S̃(z|n0) =
1

1− z −
ρ

1− z
M∑
i=1

Di(ρ, z|n0)

D(ρ, z)
, (39)

where the determinant D(ρ, z) is defined in Eq. (E.2), and the determinant Di(ρ, z|n0)

is the same as D(ρ, z) but with its i-th column replaced by the column matrix given in

Eq. (E.3). When a definite transmission event occurs at time t at any of the co-location

sites, the probability P(n, t|n0) drops to zero [72]. The infection probability at time t,

i.e., the probability of a definite transmission having been occurred at any of the time

instant t′ ≤ t while starting from site n0 is given by I(ρ, t|n0) ≡ 1−S(ρ, t|n0) [72], where

S(ρ, t|n0) is the survival probability at time t. The generating function of I(ρ, t|n0)

obtained from Eq. (39) is given by

Ĩ(ρ, z|n0) =
ρ

1− z
M∑
i=1

Di(ρ, z|n0)

D(ρ, z)
. (40)

In Fig. 10, we have shown the infection probability I(ρ, t|n0) for different values of r

in the independent resetting scheme. For all the plots, keeping the diffusion parameter q

and the separation between their resetting sites |nc1−nc2| constant, we gradually increase

the resetting probabilities r1, r2 starting from r1 = r2 = 0. Striking non-monotonic

behavior of I(ρ, t|n0) is apparent from the plots. For small non-zero values of r1 and r2,

it is seen that infection occurs at a faster rate than the reset-free case. However, with

further increase in r1 and r2, infection occurs at a much slower rate because the walkers

are more confined in the neighborhood of their respective resetting sites. In panel (d),

the reset-free infection rate for large enough values of t is the slowest compared to all

other cases. This is owing to the fact that the 1D walkers with opposite biases in

reflecting domain always tend to move towards the opposite boundaries and thus the

probability of them being at the same site reduces. The infection probability shows

qualitatively similar non-monotonic behavior also in the simultaneous resetting scheme.

In continuous space-time, for two diffusing walkers confined in quadratic potentials, such

non-monotonic infection behavior is observed as the confinement strength is varied [72].

Similar non-monotonic behavior appears in the survival probability of Smoluchowski

random walkers with trapping in quadratic confinement potentials [73] as well as in

quantum yield in doped molecular crystals [74, 75, 67] and photosynthetic systems [76]

with V-shaped confinement potentials [77].

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we have studied the discrete spatio-temporal dynamics of the biased

lattice random walk problem with resetting in arbitrary dimensions. We have derived

a discrete renewal equation (1) and presented a formalism that is applicable to any

underlying reset-free Markovian stochastic process. We have given working formulae
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Figure 10. Infection probability I(ρ, t|n0) for independent resetting of the

1D walkers with ρ = 0.5. Top row: periodic boundaries. Bottom row: reflecting

boundaries. Parameters are the same as in Fig. 8 but with g = (0.1, 0.1) for panels

(a) and (c), and g = (−0.1, 0.1) for panels (b) and (d). The lines are obtained by

numerically inverting Eq. (40) with the determinants Di(ρ, z|n0), D(ρ, z|n0) given by

Eqs. (E.2), (E.3), and (D.2).

to compute different quantities of the resetting dynamics in terms of the generating

function of the underlying reset-free propagator. We have then demonstrated the

applications of our formalism to the biased lattice walk dynamics with resetting in

1D unbounded domain, for which we have obtained analytical closed-form expressions

for the propagator, stationary-state probability, the first-passage probability, the mean

first-passage time, and the mean return time. In presence of a partially absorbing

trap, exact expression for the mean absorption time is also presented. We have shown

how the discrete space-time expressions reduce to the corresponding relations in the

limit of continuous space-time dynamics. Applications to the biased random walk

dynamics in periodic domain and domain limited by reflecting boundaries have also

been analysed. In the periodic domain, we have shown the existence of bias-dependent

multi-fold non-monotonicity in the first-passage probability as the resetting probability

is varied. Finally, we have applied our formalism to the transmission dynamics of two
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1D BLRWs with resetting in bounded domain. This has been done by studying the

first-passage statistics of a single 2D BLRW in bounded domain with multiple partially

absorbing sites. We have found that infection or a definite transmission occurs at a faster

rate, when the two 1D BLRWs are subject to resetting with small probabilities, however

with increase in these probabilities infection proceeds more slowly. A further extension

of this work would be the application of our formalism to discrete resetting dynamics of

lattice walkers in higher dimensions. Since the propagators for the reset-free lattice-walk

dynamics in higher dimensions in finite and infinite domains are now known [68, 69], one

can use the working formulae given in Section 2 to study the corresponding resetting

dynamics.

Diffusion in complicated spatial geometries such as comb-like structures are used

in various problems, from studying transport in spiny dendrites [78, 79] to modelling

river basins [80, 81]. Studies of more complicated geometries like fractal comb, grid

and mesh structures are also important in the context of anomalous diffusion [82]. The

continuous space-time model of diffusion with resetting in comb-like geometries are of

recent interests [83, 84], and one may apply our formalism to study the discrete resetting

dynamics in presence of such spatial geometries. Another possible extension could be

to discrete heterogeneous diffusive processes with resetting, for which the continuous

limits with position-dependent diffusion coefficient have been recently analysed [85].

One may also study the discrete resetting dynamics in presence of permeable interface,

for which a fundamental diffusion equation in the continuous limits has been derived

from microscopic description very recently [86].
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Appendix A. Derivation of the renewal equation

For the resetting dynamics, we define the probability to find the walker at a site n at time

t while starting from site n0 at time t = 0 as Q(n, t|n0, 0). The quantity Q(n, t|n0, 0)

is expressed in terms of the propagator with no resetting, denoted by QNR(n, t|n0, 0),
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using a sum of terms as follows

Q(n, t|n0, 0) = r QNR(n, t|nc, t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
last reset at t

+ r (1− r)QNR(n, t|nc, t− 1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
last reset at t− 1

+ . . .+ r (1− r)t−1QNR(n, t|nc, 1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
last reset at 1

+ (1− r)tQNR(n, t|n0, 0)︸ ︷︷ ︸
No reset at any of the time steps 1, . . . , t

= r

t−1∑
t′=0

(1− r)t′QNR(n, t|nc, t− t′) + (1− r)tQNR(n, t|n0, 0) . (A.1)

The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (A.1) represents the case for the walker to

have had the last reset at any of the time steps 1, 2, . . . , t, while the second represents

the case to have had no reset at all during the full evolution up to time t. In the

first term, the factor r(1 − r)t
′

is the probability to have had a reset at time step

(t− t′) and no reset at any of the subsequent time steps (t− t′ + 1), (t− t′ + 2), . . . , t,

that is for a total of t′ time steps. In the second term, the factor (1 − r)t is the

probability to have had no reset at steps 1, 2, . . . , t, that is for a total of t time

steps. Note that at time t = 0, only the second term on the right-hand side of

Eq. (A.1) contributes. Summing Eq. (A.1) over all possible values of n, and using the

normalization condition of the reset-free propagator, namely,
∑

nQNR(n, t|n0, 0) = 1,

we obtain
∑

nQ(n, t|n0, 0) = r
∑t−1

t′=0(1−r)t
′
+(1−r)t = r [1− (1− r)t]/r+(1−r)t = 1.

Thus, we check that the resetting propagator Q(n, t|n0, 0) is properly normalized.

Using the time-translation invariance of the propagator, one may write

QNR(n, t|nc, t − t′) = QNR(n, t′|nc, 0). For brevity in the notation we drop the initial

time t = 0 from the argument of the propagators, so that the quantity Q(n, t|n0) is to

be assumed as the probability to find the walker at site n at time t while starting from

site n0 at time t = 0. In this lighter notation, Eq. (A.1) is rewritten as Eq. (1).

Appendix B. Propagators for the BLRW without resetting in z-domain

The generating function of the propagator for the reset-free BLRW in 1D unbounded

domain is given by [69]

Q̃NR(n, z|n0) =
ηf

n−n0
2

[
α(z)

]−|n−n0|

zq sinh
[
acosh

{
η−ηz(1−q)

zq

}] , (B.1)

where η, f , and α(z) are defined in Eq. (14). For the reset-free BLRW dynamics in 1D

bounded domain [1, N ], the time-dependent propagator QNR(n, t|n0) is given by [69]

QNR(n, t|n0) =
N−1∑
k=0

h
(N)
k (n, n0)

[
1 + s

(N)
k

]t
, (B.2)
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with

h
(N)
k (n, n0) =

1

N
e2ikπ(n−n0)/N , (B.3)

s
(N)
k = q cos

(2kπ

N

)
+ iqg sin

(2kπ

N

)
− q , (B.4)

for periodic boundaries, and

h
(N)
k (n, n0) =


f
n−n0−1

2

[
√
f sin
(
nkπ
N

)
− sin
{

(n−1)kπ
N

}][√
f sin
(
n0kπ
N

)
− sin
{

(n0−1)kπ
N

}]
N
[
η− cos

(
kπ
N

)] ; k 6= 0 ,

fn−1(1−f)
1−fN ; k = 0 ,

(B.5)

s
(N)
k =


q
η

cos
(
kπ
N

)
− q ; k 6= 0 ,

0 ; k = 0 ,
(B.6)

for reflecting boundaries, and its generating function is given by

Q̃NR(n, z|n0) =
N−1∑
k=0

h
(N)
k (n, n0)

1− z
[
1 + s

(N)
k

] . (B.7)

Appendix C. First-passage processes for reset-free BLRW in 1D unbounded

domain

The generating function F̃NR(n, z|n0) of the first-passage probability FNR(n, t|n0) for

the reset-free BLRW in 1D unbounded domain obtained from Eq. (B.1) is given by

F̃NR(n, z|n0) = f
n−n0

2

[
α(z)

]−|n−n0| . (C.1)

From Eqs. (C.1) and (15), we get F̃NR(n, 1|n0) = f
n−n0±|n−n0|

2 , where the positive and the

negative part of the ‘±’ sign correspond to the cases with g > 0 and g < 0, respectively.

For an unbiased walker (with g = 0), we get F̃NR(n, 1|n0) = 1. Note that for g > 0,

one has F̃NR(n, 1|n0) ≤ 1 with the equality holding only if n ≤ n0. Similarly, for g < 0,

we get F̃NR(n, 1|n0) ≤ 1 with the equality holding only if n ≥ n0. Therefore, in 1D

unbounded domain, an unbiased walker would definitely reach a target at some time,

while a biased walker would reach a target only if the target is located in the direction

of the bias. In case the target is located in a direction opposite to the bias, there will

be trajectories which would never reach the target. The generating function of the

first-return probability R̃NR(n, z) ≡ 1− 1/Q̃NR(n, z|n) is obtained from Eq. (B.1) as

R̃NR(n, z) = 1− zq

η
sinh

[
acosh

{
η − ηz(1− q)

zq

}]
. (C.2)

From Eqs. (C.2) and (15), we get R̃NR(n, 1) = 1 − q|g|, which clearly suggests that an

unbiased walker (with g = 0) would definitely return to an initial site at some time.
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However, for a biased walker (with g 6= 0), we have R̃NR(n, 1) < 1, and consequently

there will be trajectories which would never return to the initial site.

The MFPT TNR
n0→n ≡ [ ∂

∂z
F̃NR(n, z|n0)]z=1 obtained from Eq. (C.1) is given by

TNR
n0→n = |n − n0|

[
f
n−n0

2 (η +
√
η2 − 1)−|n−n0|

]
/q|g|, which clearly diverges for g = 0.

Therefore, although an unbiased walker reaches a target at some time with certainty,

the mean time it takes is infinite. However, for a biased walker, when it would reach

the target with certainty only if the target is located towards the direction of the bias,

the MFPT obtained using Eq. (15) is given by

TNR
n0→n =

|n− n0|
q|g| . (C.3)

One may also see from Eq. (C.2) that the mean first-return time RNR
n ≡ [ ∂

∂z
R̃NR(n, z)]z=1

is infinite for an unbiased walker although it is the only case when the first-return

probability is normalized.

Appendix D. The 2D propagator for independent resetting

In presence of independent resetting of the two 1D BLRWs, the time-dependent

propagator for the 2D walker is obtained from Eq. (38), and is given by

Q(n, t|n0) =

N1−1∑
k1=0

N2−1∑
k2=0

[
r1r2 h

(N1)
k1

(n1, nc1) h
(N2)
k2

(n2, nc2)(
γ
(N1)
k1
− 1
) (
γ
(N2)
k2
− 1
)

×
{(
γ
(N1)
k1

)t(
γ
(N2)
k2

)t − (γ(N1)
k1

)t − (γ(N2)
k2

)t
+ 1
}

+
r2 h

(N1)
k1

(n1, n01) h
(N2)
k2

(n2, nc2)(
γ
(N2)
k2
− 1
) {(

γ
(N1)
k1

)t(
γ
(N2)
k2

)t − (γ(N1)
k1

)t}
+
r1 h

(N1)
k1

(n1, nc1) h
(N2)
k2

(n2, n02)(
γ
(N1)
k1
− 1
) {(

γ
(N1)
k1

)t(
γ
(N2)
k2

)t − (γ(N2)
k2

)t}
+ h

(N1)
k1

(n1, n01) h
(N2)
k2

(n2, n02)
(
γ
(N1)
k1

)t(
γ
(N2)
k2

)t]
, (D.1)

where we have γ
(Ni)
ki

= (1− ri)[1 + s
(Ni)
ki

]. For both periodic and reflecting cases, we have

s
(Ni)
0 = 0, leading to limri→0 ri/(γ

(Ni)
ki
− 1) = −1 for ki = 0 and 0 for ki ∈ [1, N − 1].

In the limits r1 → 0 and r2 → 0, Eq. (D.1) reduces to the reset-free 2D propagator

QNR(n, t|n0) given in Eq. (35). The generating function of Q(n, t|n0) with independent
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resetting obtained from Eq. (D.1) yields

Q̃(n, z|n0) =

N1−1∑
k1=0

N2−1∑
k2=0

[
r1r2 h

(N1)
k1

(n1, nc1) h
(N2)
k2

(n2, nc2)(
γ
(N1)
k1
− 1
) (
γ
(N2)
k2
− 1
)

×
{

1

1− z γ(N1)
k1

γ
(N2)
k2

− 1

1− z γ(N1)
k1

− 1

1− z γ(N2)
k2

+
1

1− z

}

+
r2 h

(N1)
k1

(n1, n01) h
(N2)
k2

(n2, nc2)(
γ
(N2)
k2
− 1
) {

1

1− z γ(N1)
k1

γ
(N2)
k2

− 1

1− z γ(N1)
k1

}

+
r1 h

(N1)
k1

(n1, nc1) h
(N2)
k2

(n2, n02)(
γ
(N1)
k1
− 1
) {

1

1− z γ(N1)
k1

γ
(N2)
k2

− 1

1− z γ(N2)
k2

}

+
h
(N1)
k1

(n1, n01) h
(N2)
k2

(n2, n02)

1− z γ(N1)
k1

γ
(N2)
k2

]
. (D.2)

Appendix E. The 2D defective propagator in z-domain

Following Ref. [71], here we present the results on the generating function P̃(n, z|n0) of

the propagator P(n, t|n0) in a 2D domain of size N1 ×N2 with M partially absorbing

sites located at mi = (i, i), where i ∈ [1, 2, . . . ,M ≡ min(N1, N2)]. For the 2D walker,

the absorption probability at these defective sites is given by the constant ρ (0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1).

The exact solution for P̃(n, z|n0) in terms of the generating function Q̃(n, z|n0) of the

defect-free propagator Q(n, t|n0) is given by [71]

P̃(n, z|n0) = Q̃(n, z|n0)− ρ
M∑
i=1

Q̃(n, z|mi)
Di(ρ, z|n0)

D(ρ, z)
, (E.1)

where the determinant D(ρ, z) is given by

D(ρ, z) =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1− ρ+ ρ Q̃(m1, z|m1) ρ Q̃(m1, z|m2) · · · ρ Q̃(m1, z|mM)

ρ Q̃(m2, z|m1) 1− ρ+ ρ Q̃(m2, z|m2) · · · ρ Q̃(m2, z|mM)
...

...
. . .

...

ρ Q̃(mM , z|m1) ρ Q̃(mM , z|m2) · · · 1− ρ+ ρ Q̃(mM , z|mM)

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
,

(E.2)

while the determinantDi(ρ, z|n0) is the same asD(ρ, z) but with its i-th column replaced

by the column matrix

Ci =
(
Q̃(m1, z|n0) Q̃(m2, z|n0) · · · Q̃(mM , z|n0)

)T
. (E.3)
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